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Introduction Happy New Year and welcome back to the sixteenth edition of the ’PE & Sport @ Lewes Fortnight Round-up’. We hope that you all
had a great Christmas and New Year! We are all working hard to make 2014 yet another very successful year for our Sport Academy Students and Staff
and will continue to publish the Sport Academy Round-up throughout 2014. We are sure that you will join us in wishing the Sport Academy Students
and Coaches all the best for the challenges that they will face this year. Please read on to see how the Sport Academy teams have being getting on...

Women`s
Netball

1st League: Collyers 51—23 SDC Lewes
2nd Team KO Cup: SDC Lewes 25—77 Imberhorne
1st Team BCS Cup R2: Amersham 3—46 SDC Lewes

SDC were defeated in their league game away against Collyers. SDC
performed some assertive play towards centre passes but lacked
control when feeding the ball to the goal shooter/attacker. Everyone kept working as hard as they could with the defence strong at
times, but unfortunately Collyers proved to be too hard to beat.

Women`s

BCS Cup R2: SDC Lewes 2—3 Brockenhurst

Football
In round 2 of the BCS Cup, SDC faced Brockenhurst at home. SDC
took an immediate disadvantage by starting with only ten players.
However, this did not stop the home side from delivering a fantastic
performance. An SDC injury took the the team down to nine players
in a period where the opposition dominated, and SDC were unlucky
to concede a goal in the latter stages. In difficult circumstances this
was a true team performance, and the best team missed out on
progressing to the next round. The player of the match was awarded
to Heather Bebb for her commanding and solid performance in goal!

SDC on the attack against Imberhorne

The 2nd team were knocked out of the Sussex Cup when they
played against a very strong netball side from Imberhorne. From the
start of the game Imberhorne posed a threat and proved to be stiff
opposition. Nevertheless, the SDC team became stronger as the
game progressed with some great shooting throughout the game
from Asta Caister and Nicola Young.

Men`s
Rugby

BCS Cup R3/League: SDC Lewes 56—11 Worthing
BCS Elite League: SEEVIC 20–12 SDC Lewes

The Men’s Rugby Academy continue to grow and develop with the
aim of matching and improving on the great success of last year.
SDC Lewes hosted Worthing in a BCS Elite League and Cup double
header. SDC were strong throughout and comfortably beat local
rivals Worthing 56-11. Joe Terry stepped into the number 10 shirt
and had a man of the match performance scoring one try, one drop
goal and two conversations. Other tries came from Henry Shiell,
Judd Newell, Tyler Edwards, Chester Duff, Abraham Bredin, Charlie
Butler, Henry Tagg and Austin Hogben. SDC will now play Colne
College at home in the last 16 of the BCS Elite Cup.
On the 4th December the Rugby Academy made the long trip to
Southend to play SEEVIC college in the BCS Elite League. SEEVIC
were always going to be a tough team to play away and despite the
Lewes team being hit with injuries the players made a valiant effort
to try and secure the win. Unfortunately this game ended up being
out of reach for Lewes with SEEVIC picking up easy points from a
number of Lewes errors. Despite the close score this loss gave the
U19 team a test of character and has given them the determination
and motivation to go the rest of the year unbeaten.
Stop Press Sussex Downs College Lewes have beaten Colne College
44-0 at home in the last 16 of the BCS National Elite Cup. Lewes will
now play Peterborough in the Quarter Finals on the 29th January.
Please see the next round-up for a full report on this game.

SDC shooting against Brock

Men`s
Football

Sussex Cup R3: SDC Lewes 3—1 SDC Eastbourne
ESFA Cup R3: SDC Lewes 1 - 5 Sparsholt

SDC Lewes booked their place in the Sussex Cup semi finals after
beating SDC Eastbourne three goals to one. A rotated side played for
Lewes due to two cup games taking place in a three day period. The
visitors proved a stronger side than in their previous meeting in the
league, however Lewes looked strong and solid throughout. Callum
Ridley was a great influence to the team on the pitch and scored two
goals, resulting in a man of the match performance.

SDC in action against Sparsholt

Two days later SDC hosted the fourth round of the ESFA Cup with a
midday kick-off against opponents Sparsholt College. SDC were quick
out of the starting blocks, pressing the ball really well and restricting
the visitors from playing comfortable football. It was a tight first half
with SDC keen for the break to carry the momentum into the second
period. However, in the final stages Sparsholt broke the deadlock
taking the advantage into the half-time break. The second half saw a
change in events with Sparsholt showing intent of increasing their
lead. It was a disappointing second half for SDC as the result allowed
the well organised opposition through to the next round. Man of the
match was awarded to Dan Perry for the high work rate throughout
the duration and was rewarded with a well taken goal!

